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The Only Company That Sells Cheap Low Mileage Used Japanese Engines
Imported From Japan With Lowest Failure Rate; Engine World Inc Now
Carries Over 5000 Japanese Motors

Largest inventory of Tested Japanese Engines, over 5000 in stock.

Houston, Texas (PRWEB) December 31, 2013 -- There are very few Companies in Used Engine business who
focus on customer satisfaction and strive to work hard to make sure they receive the best engine that lasts long.
This is a very difficult to task but there is one Company who has achieved this status. Engine World Inc in
Houston, Texas uses their immense technical knowledge and expertise combined with high class management
to make sure their customers get the best Engine possible.

Every incoming call inquiring about a Used Japanese Engine is taken seriously. Highly trained sales staff
makes sure they provide detailed information about how engine will be shipped, what will come with it and
what modifications will be required. Additionally they educate vehicle owners about their Engine and ask them
to inform their mechanic about tune up. Every call is treated as an opportunity at Engine World. This way all
Repair shops know beforehand how much work is involved so they can give right price estimate to their
customers for installation. Information provided about Tune up parts serve as an important piece of information
that reduces warranty claims and makes the customer happy because his Engine lasts long.

Importing Engines from Japan is just the first step but even that is done differently at Engine World Inc. Since
they have their own Head-office in Osaka, their Japanese staff makes sure each Engine is hand-picked and
loaded with care on the container. It is true that no one can succeed without alliance. Having their own office in
Japan gives them an edge over small businesses like salvage yards in United States selling Used Engines. Once
the container reaches Houston, they make sure each engine is tested according to testing procedure pioneered
by Engine World Inc a decade ago. Engines are then steam cleaned in their environmentally friendly parts
washer.

In order to succeed in Used Engine business, it is very important to have the knowledge of what one is selling.
Engine World and their trained representatives know their product very well so it gives them an edge over
competition. Engine World Inc has vital resources that serve as the backbone for their core business. Their
management in Houston is lead by highly educated professionals with degree in Masters in Business
Administration and their technical staff knows all about their Japanese Engines and Japanese markets. They are
so dedicated to make this a success that they make sure their shelves are stocked up with all important hard-to-
find Japanese motors that are in demand. In rising Economy demand for Truck Engines like Engines for Toyota
Tundra, Nissan Frontier, Nissan Titan, Toyota Tacoma, Toyota 4Runner, Nissan Xterra etc is rising. In order to
be ahead of the curve they make sure they rebuild these motors or import them from Japan so they have ready
in stock. Finding the motors in demand is also a big challenge. In 2013 Engine World Inc started rebuilding
Engines. Their new department that takes of Remanufactured Engines builds famous Engines like diesel
engines for Isuzu NPR, NQR Trucks 4HE1T, 4HK1T, 6HK1T and also rebuilds famous gasoline engines like
2AZ FE for Toyota Camry, Scion Tc, Toyota Highlander from 2002-2013 models, KA24DE engine for Nissan
Frontier, 1GR, 2RZ, 3RZ FE and 5VZ Toyota engines for Toyota Tacoma, Tundra, Toyota 4Runner and T100.

Therefore Engine World Inc has set higher standards for retailing Used Engines in United States and has proved
that their job is not finished just by importing low mileage engines from Japan. It is hard to find such dedicated
Companies selling Used Engines in United States. Kudos to Engine World!
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For more information on Engine World and services, please visit http://www.bestjapaneseengines.com.
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Contact Information
Mike Jag
Engine World USA
http://www.bestjapaneseengines.com/
+1 866.418.3229

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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